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Introduction 
My husband and I love Christmas. Not just love it…we love it.  

 

The first year we were married, we stocked up on Halloween candy and sat in the middle of our condo on October 31st waiting for kids come to the 

door…but none came. Somehow we got the crazy idea to decorate for Christmas while we waited, and we began setting up our tree right then and 

there, followed by a late night run to Wal-Mart for way too many ornaments and a ton of pieces for a Christmas village. 

 

That crazy decision morphed into a beloved tradition, and eleven years later we are those crazy people who decorate for Christmas weeks before 

Thanksgiving. (Although Halloween is our limit. To decorate earlier would just be crazy, right?!) 

 

But it's not just the décor we love; it's the traditions and celebrations and magic of the season. We like to decorate early so we can enjoy all of that for 

longer, but we look for ways to make our holiday celebrations simple yet meaningful for our girls throughout the season, and we're big on annual 

traditions – like drinking hot chocolate while we decorate, delivering cookies to our doctor's office each year and celebrating the advent season with an 

advent wreath – that we can look forward to and enjoy year after year. 

 

What we're not so keen on is the amount of money a family of our size can drop on Christmas gifts, décor and "stuff" during the holiday season. Instead, 

we try to limit the number of gifts we're actually buying for each other, focusing on charity, handmade gifts from the heart and simple celebrations. 

 

Two years ago, I got the crazy idea to share a new DIY Christmas idea on Life Your Way every day before Christmas…for 101 days straight. My mom 

helped me and together we tested recipes, made handmade gifts and tried our hands at DIY decor. Last year we repeated the series with all new ideas, 

and another tradition was born.  

 

As we head into our third annual 101 Days of Christmas series, I've handpicked the best posts from the previous two years and compiled them into this 

ebook, with additional updates and notes based on our experiences and reader feedback.  

 

Whether you're looking for a craft to do with your children, a new cookie recipe to share with your friends and neighbors, or a simple handmade gift, 

you'll find all of my favorite ideas and tutorials in this ebook. And because 101 simply wasn't enough to cover them all, I've included a few bonus sections 

with even more ideas as well! 

 

Here's to a simple but meaningful Christmas! 

http://lifeyourway.net/
http://christmas.yourway.net/101-days-of-christmas-2013/


{3} Candy Cane Cookies 
 

 
 

If I could only choose one cookie to bake each year, this would be it! 

 

You see, for the longest time I had this vague memory of delicious 

candy cane cookies that my mom used to make when I was little. I 

could almost taste the cookies, but I couldn’t find the recipe. 

 

A few years ago, I began testing different versions, combining them 

and making adjustments until I found the perfect one. The key is the 

almond extract, which gives them their unique flavor. Although 

some people use peppermint extract instead (which probably makes 

sense given that they’re shaped like candy canes), it’s the almond 

flavor that I love! 

 

My girls and I now make these together each year. They’re fun to 

make and even more fun to eat! 

 

 

Ingredients: 

 2 1⁄2 cups all-purpose flour 

 1⁄4 teaspoon salt 

 1 cup unsalted butter, softened 

 1 cup powdered sugar 

 1 egg 

 1 teaspoon vanilla extract 

 1 1⁄2 teaspoon almond extract 

 1⁄2 teaspoon red liquid food coloring 

 

Directions: 

Preheat oven to 375°F. 

 

Whisk flour and salt together. 

 

In a separate bowl, cream butter and sugar. Beat in egg, vanilla 

extract and almond extract. Slowly add flour mixture, scraping the 

sides of the bowl as necessary. 

 

Divide the dough in half and add the food coloring to half, mixing 

well. Pinch off a small ball of dough from each color and roll them 

each out into a 4-5″ long rope. Set the ropes side by side and 

carefully twist them together, bending one end to form the hook of 

the candy cane. 

 

Place on cookie sheet and bake for 8-10 minutes until they are just 

starting to brown. Let cool on cookie sheet and then store in an 

airtight container. 



{76} Handprint Canvas 
 

 
 

This handprint canvas is really easy to make, but – like the handprint 

calendar and fingerprint heart – it makes a great keepsake to 

remember their little hands as they grow. 

 

Since we have four little ones, the spacing was easy, but you could 

do add words to one section if you have three little ones, use a 

bigger canvas and make more sections if you have more than four or 

get creative (multiple prints? footprints?) if you have just one or 

two! 

 

Note: You’ll need a couple days for this project, so don’t wait until 

the last minute. 

 

 

 

Supplies: 

 blank art canvas 

 tempera paint in at least 5 colors 

 ruler 

 pencil 

 paint brush 

 

Directions: 

Start by dividing your canvas into even sections with light pencil 

lines. 

 

Carefully paint each section a different color. I highly recommend 

letting the sections dry before painting the adjacent ones (so, for 

example, you could paint the upper left and lower right sections on 

day 1 and the opposite corners on day 2), especially if you’re 

painting the sides of the canvas as well. Depending on the thickness 

and coverage of your paint, you may want to add a second coat to 

each section as well. 

 

Once all of the background paint is dry, add a generous amount of 

contrasting paint to a plate. We used white for all of the handprints, 

but you could also use a different color for each print as well! 

 

Help each of your children carefully make a handprint on their 

section and then let them dry completely before wrapping. 



{93} Scrabble Ornaments 
 

 
 

Every year we give our girls a special ornament to add to their 

collection. These are packed away in individual tins after Christmas 

so that they have their very own ornaments to put on the tree each 

year, and one day when they grow up and leave our home to make 

their own, they’ll have a nice starter set of ornaments to take with 

them. 

 

I’ve been searching for ornaments with their middle names since our 

third daughter was born, and I will often find a set that includes 2 or 

3 of them {Joy, Grace, Faith and Hope}, but I’ve never been able to 

find a set of matching ornaments with all four. Not only are these 

scrabble ornaments adorable, but I was finally able to make them a 

matching set with their middle names! 

 

 

 

Supplies: 

 wooden Scrabble trays and tiles*  

 ribbon, cut into 5-6″ lengths 

 pencil 

 miter or hand saw 

 drill with 3/32 bit 

 white glue 

 paintbrush 

 

*Buy a replacement set of trays and tiles here or scout your local 

thrift shop and yard sales for old sets 

 

Directions: 

To start, decide on the words/names you’ll be making. Lay these out 

on your wooden trays, pairing the words to make the most of the 

trays. Line the letters up to the outside edges and mark the tray on 

the inside edge of each word with a pencil. 

 

Remove the letters and cut the trays with a miter saw. Then, drill a 

hole in the top of each tray (we used a 3/32 drill bit). 

 

Use a paintbrush to smooth a thin layer of white glue on the inside 

of the tray and then firmly press the letters onto the tray, squeezing 

them together on the sides as well. 

 

Once dry, add a tiny bit of glue to the hole on the back and use an 

open paperclip to help you push the ends of your ribbon in. 

 

Let dry completely before hanging. 

http://www.hasbrotoyshop.com/parts-refills-scrabble-brand

